Mui Ne – The capital resort of Viet Nam
Mui Ne is the name of a promontory, a famous tourist center of Phan Thiet city, Binh
Thuan – Viet Nam, 22km from the center of Phan Thiet city.
Mui Ne is a land where nature is extremely incentives, given the particularly
favorable conditions for tourism development with the emerald green sea, iridescent
gold sandy stretches untouched, brings an endless inspiration for photographers.
Not only nature, Mui Ne also attracts tourists by the historical – cultural relics with
ethnic influences such as Kinh, Cham, Chinese… With the natural and culture
conditions conducive to the development of tourism, there is more and more
numbers of the hotel zones, resorts coming up in Mui Ne. Up to now, the number of
senior resorts in Mui Ne has been counted for 70% the number of the resorts in
Vietnam. People call Mui Ne the name of “capital of resorts” or “haven of tranquility
and relaxation” in Vietnam.
Mui Ne Attractions
Fairy spring (or bamboo stream) is a very special stream with extremely fancy
orange red. It is the first priority attraction that leading tourists to Mui Ne. Not only
highlighted by fancy watercolors, first springs also attract visitors by thousands of
outstanding heaving sand blocks in a lot of strange shapes.
Hon Rom is a small mountain that still untouched being regarded as the sub-resort of
Mu Ne. Hon Rom has beautiful peaceful scenery, with sandy beach stretching over
17 km, calm waves and blue pure water. Hon Rom Beach retains its pristine looks
which is beneficial from unsettlement and tourism operators. It is hard to put into
words the beauty of the place but it is well worth a visit.
Mui ne flying sand hill (or sand hill) is a white sandy beach stretching many
kilometers, facing the Fairy springs. Sand Hill is becoming very attractive tourist
destination tourists not only by the beautiful landscapes and the unique color of the
sand, but also by the very interesting game on the sand like boarding, surfing, skiing
on sand, riding the ostriches or playing golf on sand…
Mui Ne Beach felt shallow, fresh pure water with white sandy beach stretched for
miles. especially, Mui Ne has many beaches remain pristine looks, not been living
and operating by humans. Mui Ne is a tropical beach but less affected by rain storm;
the beautiful sceneries, fresh natural environment makes it the ideal resort for
visitors. When one talks about the Viet Nam ‘s tourist attractions, it is deficient if we
don’t mention Mui Ne as one of the most beautiful beach destinations of Viet Nam
Sites and attractions around Mui Ne
Lotus Lake (or White Lake) is 18km from Hon Rom. In the summer, lotus flowers
bloom over covering the lake, incredibly awesome. Ho Sen is indeed a fairy land
between the vast white sandy slopes stretching endlessly, providing a pleasant and
ideal place for respite and sightseeing. The prince’s Castle is well-known and linked
to the renowned poet of Vietnam - Han Mac Tu. It is settled at the top of Ba Nai
mountain and once being palatial and magnificent. Nowadays, those are remained a
bit seems like ruins, but still leaving there a precious taciturn antique nature scenery.
PoSahInu Tower is a relic groups of Shiva temples of the Cham, built in the IX

century, situated at 7 kilometers from the Phan Thiet city center. The tower of
PoSahInu is only in small and medium size but it distilled the essence of architecture
and decorative arts of the ancient Cham people what has been made up the majesty
and mystery of the tower.
Van Thuy Tu Temple is place to display dozens of ordained messages bestowed by
king Nguyen. It has been preserved instantly over hundreds of years. Van Thuy Tu
Temple is also the burial place, keeping the remains of hundreds of big and small
whales for centuries.
Mui Ne Outstanding Specificities
Dong, a reptile living in a cave on the slopes of sand. It is a very famous specialty
and characteristic of Mui Ne – Phan Thiet.
Shrimp sauce baked rolled cake is kind of rolled cake in Vietnam Southern, however
the processing steps is more sophisticated, requiring more materials and the thinner
covers
Phan Thiet fried fish cake soup is a very particular flavor of Phan Thiet, and it is also
popular dish in the southern provinces of Vietnam. Can Cake is the rustic bread
made from rice milled, stuffing with the sea shrimp, minced meat and baked on a tiny
terracotta mold.
Quai Vac Cake is the kind of cake stuffing with sea shrimp, pork, a little fish sauce,
salt, pepper, and sugar, those are well sautéed then covered with a laminated wheat
dough piece. It has been a popular dish in Phan Thiet that visitors could easily find
out in the street. Seafood Salad consists of raw fish salad and melo salad. Raw fish
salad is made from deep- bodied herring fish, barreleye fish, or fresh silver sillago
fish served with other fresh vegetables and vermicelli.
Red Frog Crab is the famous delicious specialty of the Binh Thuan – Vietnam. The
crab is in size of a hand, and half circular shape that looks like a giant bug. Crab
meat is delicious, sweet, firm and fragrant.
Baked squid: using the preliminaries exposure under strong sunlight then been
baked till seeing the freshness of the white meat which are tasty and jelly. This is the
most delicious specialty of Binh Thuan that were not to be missed for any domestic
or foreign tourists who travel here.
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